Let others try their luck and you get the stake

Transition of the lottery industry
Over the past few years, the lottery market has grown and is expected to continue to grow in the coming years. By the
end of 2026, the global lottery market is expected to reach US$ 433.78 billion from over US$ 350 billion in 2020, increasing
at a CAGR of 4.05%.

Even with those astonishing numbers, there are a number of problems and issues associated with traditional lotteries
including:


Dwindled jackpots

Limited security

Centralized lotteries have excessive administrative
and operating expenses whereas it can be pooled
back to the community and players.

A common concern that gamers always have with
online gaming is the security and privacy of users'
information and how secured it is in depositing their
funds.

Long Payouts

Region-based

It becomes curtail when claiming the prize depends on
the ticket, and it must be presented in person to the
lottery organizer or authorities.

Typically, conventional lotteries are located in specific
regions, thus limiting access to players from other
parts of the world.

The Solution
Taking all of the above into account, it is obvious that there is a need of overhaul of the lottery industry and lotteries
have to adapt and change their approach to stay relevant to a new generation of players. 

The solution is a fully decentralized platform that leverages the advantages of blockchain technology. The technology
behind blockchain is opening the door for fairer, safer, and more transparent lottery platforms that could revolutionize
the industry. The next step in the evolution of lotteries is blockchain technology that enables autonomous decentralized
operation with a high level of participants’ gains, transparency, privacy, security, and unity of players from all over the
world. 

DeLotty NFT holders have a unique opportunity to benefit from this global transition of the lottery business and become
shareholders of the biggest lottery platform to emerge on blockchain.


DeLotty Platform
DeLotty represents the global web3 next generation lottery platform that is integrated into Metaverse and seamlessly
shakes off the limitations of official, conventional and online gaming. By leveraging blockchain technology, online lottery
models can be simplified and perfected, enabling secure and instant payouts for winners, offering fast and reliable
technology access to players, as well as establishing a culture of trust to improve the damaged reputation of online
lotteries.

By using the token economy, anyone connected to the blockchain can participate in the online lottery. Based on several
concerns associated with conventional lottery, the lottery industry is fundamentally redesigned and the business
development system is fundamentally altered, breaking the barrier of insecurity and privacy concerns while advancing
the revolution in lottery business.

With the launch of DeLotty - the world's largest and fastest growing lottery platform on blockchain, players around the
globe will have the opportunity to participate by purchasing lottery tickets and have the chance to win minor prizes and
major jackpots.

DeLotty's revolutionary concept is game-changing, because it makes investing more accessible to non-gaming
business people who are only interested in staking on future gains, not necessarily participating in the lottery
businesses.

In general, adopting this blockchain-based solution which has been designed to bridge the gap between traditional
lottery and blockchain gaming, will as well protect the lottery business model's core values and related processes.

DeLotty NFT
DeLotty NFT is a collection of ERC-721 token standard, consisting of randomly generated 7,777 NFTs each having its own
metadata. DeLotty grants holders an opportunity to own a stake in the biggest lottery platform to emerge on blockchain
and receive a lifetime passive income. DeLotty offers real tangible benefit for its holders and the best value for their
investment. 

DeLottys are non-fungible, as these tokens are not interchangeable with one another. Each DeLotty is 100% unique.

Through the use of DeLotty NFTs, we intend to allow holders to benefit directly from the popularity of the ever-growing
online lottery system

NFT Revenue Stream
Proceeds from the sales of lottery tickets are accumulated on DeLotty platform and subsequently distributed according
the following scheme:

The prize pool retains 65%, 20% is earmarked for project operation, marketing, and further development, and 10% is
distributed to DeLotty NFT holders who stake their NFTs on our DeFi platform. The remaining 5% is distributed to DLOT
(DeLotty native utility token) holders.

DeLotty combines DeFi and NFTs to create a staking pool that will allow participant stake to win various rewards.

Minimum requirement for staking to benefit from income distribution is 60 days.
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DeLotty Rarity System
As described DeLotty NFTs are randomly generated with some traits having more probability of being included in NFT
compared to others based on a particular mathematical algorithm. Rarity scheme of DeLotty NFT is as follows:
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Tokenomics
DeLotty re-conceptualizes the lottery model by introducing a tokenized Play-to-Earn and Hodl-to-Reward initiative,
empowering the players to always be part of the rewards program. As part of facilitating and autonomizing the reward
program, DeLotty issues its own native utility token, DLOT. Out of the total supply of Ethereum blockchain based DLOT
token (49 million), 30% is allocated for free distribution among NFT Holders and players who stake DLOT on DeLotty
platform, 50% will be available for sale which will be introduced gradually to eliminate inflation, 20% is being locked up
for project development.

It is expected that staking distribution of DLOT tokens will gradually diminish over time, so early adopters will benefit the
most. As described below, DLOT tokens will also be used for breeding non-fungible tokens (NFTs). Gradually, DLOT tokens
used for breeding will be burned, increasing their value. 

As we scale up and generate more popularity for DeLotty platform, all ticket purchases will be available exclusively in
DLOT tokens, generating even more demand and increasing DLOT price.
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DeLotty NFT holders will benefit from free distribution of DLOTs. The NFTs, which are being staked on our platform, will
accumulate 10 DLOTs per day. Consequently, DeLotty NFT holders will be eligible to receive a share of income distributable to
DLOT holders as well.
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When DeLotty DAO finally launches, it will be initially governed by DAO contributors who will help guide the project and its
growth. The DAO contributors will also help build out technology and develop future roadmaps. In the end, the DeLotty NFT
token holders will control the DAO and each of them will be able to vote on its decision making for potential future projects. The
ultimate goal is to establish widespread distribution of DeLotty NFT tokens so that the DAO can truly be run by the community.


Players
DeLotty offers its players a unique "always be a winner" Lottery system:

Play to win ou can win big each time you play your lucky numbers in a fully autonomous community DeFipowered lottery platform.
: Y

Play to earn A unique smart contract will automatically airdrop 5 DLOT tokens into the player's wallet after they
purchase 5 tickets in a single entry the same ETH wallet address where payment is made for the tickets.
:

;

H DL for reward ou will receive passively a portion of income distributable to DLOT holders if you hold 120 DLOT
Tokens throughout each reward month. Hold more DLOTs and receive a bigger share.
O

: Y

Roadmap
In the following roa

map, milestones in the DeLotty project are liste as they are expecte to occur. 
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Phase 1

Product launch
1st Drop 7,777 DeLotty NFT
Development of the DeLotty Web3 global platform
DeFi Staking platform development

Phase 2
DLOT Token distribution
DeFi Staking platform launch
Lottery platform launch with already high jackpot
First lottery draw

Phase 3
First income distribution to holders
Breeding enabled
2Nd drop Junior DeLotty NFT
DAO Governance launch

Phase 4
Integration of DeLotty platform on Metaverse
Completely guided by NFT Holders via DAO

Voting on development of the virtual Sports
Betting platform on Metaverse
Development of particular Sport Betting platform
voted for

Team
Among the members of DeLotty fully doxxed team are creative artists, ambitious entrepreneurs, and blockchain
experts, as well as investment gurus who have proven results in their different fields. These members have an excellent
combination of technology andstrategies needed to drive the DeLotty vision.
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